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Lord Rothschild warned the post-war world order was at risk
on Tuesday due to rising tensions over trade between
the US and China and high debt levels in the eurozone.
The Evening Standard, 8-7-18
(EXCERPT)

The financier’s £3.2 billion RIT Capital investment vehicle said it was
sitting on the sidelines and not adding more to stocks because of fears
the 10-year run-up in stock prices could end.
“In 9/11 and in the 2008 financial crisis,
the powers of the world worked together with a common approach.
Co-operation today is proving much more difficult.
This puts at risk the post-war economic and security order,”
the 82-year old said.

As we pointed out in last month's newsletter:
The He Goat written of in Daniel 8 is The Shadow Government of The Kenites
(The Goat Fig Nation who operate throughout the globe through their Four Hidden
Dynasties of Education, Economics, Politics and Religion) and the Great Horn of
The He Goat, in our opinion, is the United Nations. Just as The League of Nations
provided the skeletal structure for the U.N., the skeletal structure for the
'NEW World Order' will be provided by the United Nations once it is “broken” as it
is written in Daniel 8:8. This is also spelled out on the Last Page of The Grand
Chessboard by the late Zbigniew Brzezinski where he calls for “an eventual
upgrading of the existing and increasingly antiquated U.N. structures”.
With the United States pulling out of the United Nations Human Rights Council after
announcing budget cuts to the U.N. in December of 2017 after also pulling out of
UNESCO, another U.N. Agency, in October
(two days after Henry Kissinger said he was in the oval office “at a time when the
opportunity to build a constructive peaceful WORLD ORDER is very great.”)
The Breaking of The Great Horn of The He Goat is evidently underway.

This week, Trump’s administration pushed
the WTO closer to the brink by blocking,
yet again, the reappointment of another
judge at its Geneva-based court that
arbitrates trade disputes. With only three
judges out of seven left in the WTO,
it will now face increasing difficulties in
passing rulings on international disputes
over tariffs, unfair trade barriers and
subsidies. This effectively means that the
WTO will not be looked upon as an
effective global arbitration service.
Trump has made no secret of his contempt for the
WTO. He takes the view that it is far too lenient
toward Beijing. And as Politico points out, Trump has
often mapped out strategies where the U.S. bypasses
the WTO and wins trade wars simply by flexing its
muscle as the world’s biggest economy. In a world
without arbitration, Trump simply thinks he can’t lose.

“the WTO is undermining our country’s
ability to act in its national interest …
First among those concerns is that
the WTO dispute settlement system
has appropriated to itself powers that the
WTO Members never intended to give it.”
-United States Trade Representative
Robert Lighthizer, who is spearheading
US actions over the WTO

EDITOR'S NOTE: The so-called
'New World Order' is still yet future.
Find out why at MARK13RECORDS.COM
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Neoconservatives, most of whom are KENITES infiltrated the Pentagon under
the Reagan Administration and they and their heirs in government and media
(Doug Feith, Paul Wolfowitz, Scooter Libby, Richard Perle, Bill Kristol)
were major players in the catastrophic war with Iraq,
which, one of the architects of that war, Philip Zelikow, described in 2004
as being all about (KENITE OCCUPIED) Israel.
The same people are now in the forefront of urging war with Iran.
American
policy
towards
the
Middle
East
is
largely
being
managed
by a small circle of KENITES working for presidential son-in-law Jared Kushner.
One of them, David Friedman, is currently U.S. Ambassador to
(KENITE OCCUPIED) Israel. Friedman, a bankruptcy lawyer who has no diplomatic or foreign
policy credentials, is a KENITE who is also a supporter of the illegal settlements on the West
Bank and a harsh critic of other KENITES who in any way disagree with the
(KENITE OCCUPIED) Israeli government. He has contributed money to settlement
construction, which would be illegal if OTFI were doing its job, and has consistently defended
the settlers while condemning the Palestinians in speeches in (KENITE OCCUPIED) Israel.
He endlessly and ignorantly repeats (KENITE OCCUPIED) Israeli government talking points
and has tried to change the wording of State Department communications, seeking to delete
the word “occupied” when describing (KENITE OCCUPIED) Israel’s control of the West Bank.
Friedman’s top adviser is Rabbi Aryeh Lightstone, who is described by the Embassy as
an expert in KENITE education and pro-(KENITE OCCUPIED) Israel advocacy.
Once upon a time, in an apparently more enlightened mood, Lightstone described Donald
Trump as posing “an existential danger both to the Republican Party and to the U.S.”
and even accused him of pandering to KENITE audiences. Apparently when opportunity
knocked he changed his mind about his new boss. Pre-government in 2014, Lightstone
founded and headed Silent City, a KENITE advocacy group supported by extreme right-wing
money that opposed the Iran nuclear agreement and also worked to combat the nonviolent
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) movement. He is reportedly still connected
financially with anti BDS groups, which might be construed as a conflict of interest. As the
Senior Adviser to Friedman he is paid in excess of $200,000 plus free housing, additional
cash benefits to include a 25% cost of living allowance and a 10% hardship differential,
medical insurance and eligibility for a pension.
So, what’s in it all for Joe and Jill American Citizens? Not much.
And for (KENITE OCCUPIED) Israel? Anything, it wants, apparently. Sink a U.S. warship? Okay.
Tap the U.S. Treasury? Sure, just wait a minute and we’ll draft some legislation that will give you
even more money. Create a treasury department agency run exclusively by KENITES that operates
secretly to punish critics of the KENITE state? No brainer. Meanwhile a bunch of dudes at the
Pentagon are dreaming of new wars for (KENITE OCCUPIED) Israel and the White House sends an
ignorant ambassador and top aide overseas to represent the interests of the foreign government in
the country where they are posted. Which just happens to be (KENITE OCCUPIED) Israel.
Will it ever end?

